What events lead a team to learn double Dutch?

Main Selection: “Double Dutch: A Celebration of Jump Rope, Rhyme, and Sisterhood”

Connect to Poetry: “Score!”

Big Idea
We never stop learning.

Essential Question
What events lead a team to learn double Dutch?

Target Vocabulary
- competition
- unison
- identical
- recite
- routine
- qualifying

Genre
Poetry uses the sound and rhythm of words in a variety of forms to suggest images and express feelings.

Text Focus
Rhyme
Poets often use rhyming words to create a rhythm, focus on an image, or heighten certain feelings.

McLeanie” on page 112, think about how the poet’s use of rhyme makes you feel about the poem’s subject and meaning.

TeKS
5.4 analyze how sound effects in poems reinforce meaning; ELPS 4C develop/comprehend basic English vocabulary and structures

Target Skill
Sequence of Events

Target Strategy
Monitor/Clarify

Spelling
Vowel Sounds: /ʊə/, /yəə/
- glue
- flute
- youth
- accuse
- bruise
- stew
- choose
- loose
- lose
- view

Fluency
Phrasing: Pauses

Decoding
Digraphs in Multisyllable Words

Grammar
Common and Proper Nouns

Vocabulary Strategies
Suffixes -ion, -tion

Writing
Write to Express
Focus Trait: Ideas

unison
uniform
mastered
competition
recite
identical
qualifying